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Media language

You will need to consider:

• How the different modes and language associated with different media forms communicate 
multiple meanings

• How the combination of elements of media language influence meaning

• The codes and conventions of media forms and products, including processes through which 
media language develops as a genre

• The dynamic and historically relative nature of genre

• How audiences respond to and interpret the above aspects of media language

• How genre conventions are socially and historically relative, dynamic and can be used in a 
hybrid way

• The way media language incorporates viewpoints and ideologies

• Narratology (including Todorov)

• Genre (including Neale)

• Structuralism (including Lévi Strauss) at A level
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Analytical toolkit for television

You will need to analyse television texts in terms of media language.

This will include:

• technical codes 

• visual codes 

• genre 

• narrative 

Mindshower – what would you expect to include for each of these headings. 

Then use the digital resource ‘Analytical toolkit’ to compare your answers with those suggested.

Technical codes recap quiz

Use the digital resource – ‘Technical codes Blockbusters’
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What types of drama can you identify?

• Drama is a wide-ranging genre that is often categorised by its links to other genres

• Look at a TV listings magazine or use an online listings page such as the Radio Times                         
http://www.radiotimes.com/tv/tv-listings/

• Identify and list the dramas in a week’s viewing

• Try to group them according to sub-genre

• Then move on to hybridity. Identify any hybrid dramas with examples.

Drama sub-genres/hybrids task: To what sub-genre/hybrid do the 
following programmes belong?

Write your answers into the table and then use the digital resource to compare your answers.

Programme(s) Sub-genre

Downton Abbey; Call the Midwife

Liar; Appletree Yard

Luther; Broadchurch

Theresa v Boris; The Moorside

House of Cards

Silk;  Judge John Deed 

Sex & the City

Penny Dreadful; The Walking Dead

http://www.radiotimes.com/tv/tv-listings/
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The Returned/Les Revenants

The Returned is difficult to categorise by genre. It won an International Emmy for best Drama Series 
in 2013. It has elements of a supernatural horror text. Wikipedia classifies it as a ‘supernatural 
drama’, whilst IMDb classifies it as ‘drama, fantasy, horror.’ Rotten Tomatoes classifies it as 
‘Mystery/Suspense’.

It is possibly closest to a zombie text because of its focus on the ‘undead’. Gabriel Tate in The 
Guardian calls it ‘A zombie series like no other’.

https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2015/oct/03/series- two-french-tv-show-the-returned

Zombie text

https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2015/oct/03/series-two-french-tv-show-the-returned
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Genre – What are the codes and conventions of a zombie text?

Think RESISTS

• Recurring situations

• Elements of narrative

• Style

• Iconography

• Settings

• Themes

• Stock characters.

• You may also refer to video extracts that your teacher shows in class
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• Task: 5 things

Look at pages 4, 5 and 6 for some possible examples.

Find 5 things for each of the RESISTS codes/conventions that audiences would expect to find in a 
zombie drama.

Recurring situations

Elements of narrative

Style

Iconography

Settings

Themes

Stock characters

Check your answers against the list in the interactive resource ‘Resists’. Add any important 
conventions you may have missed to your grid/notes.
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French ‘poetic realist’ tradition

Some 1930s French films were categorised by 
their ‘poetic realism. Directors such as Jean 
Renoir, Marcel Carné and Jean Vigo focused 
on aesthetics and had a lyrical style aimed at 
highlighting the poetry within reality. Shots were 
simply constructed but with an other-worldly 
purity from the lighting and camera techniques 
used. They often dealt with characters who were 
disillusioned, with perhaps one last chance at 
happiness. They were fatalistic in tone and had 
a sense of impending doom and the bittersweet 
irony of human existence.

Examples:

• La Grande Illusion (Renoir, 1937)

• Le Quai des Brumes (Carné, 1938)

• L’Atalante (Vigo, 1934)
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Impact of poetic realism on The Returned

• Genre conventions are socially and historically relative – here the genre is influenced by 
French cinematic tradition.

• Visual style: spare and sharp but beautifully constructed. Lyrical aesthetics.

• Sense of impending doom – enigma codes – the dam, the horde.

• Fatalistic – Victor’s visions of the future. He has been likened to Cassandra in myth – doomed 
to foretell the future but be ignored.

• Nature of human condition – man’s mortality. Focus on the irony and bitter-sweetness of 
loved ones returning – but things have moved on. Displaced and marginalised characters who 
struggle to fit in. Last chances of happiness.

• Fabrice Gobert: ‘I love silences... I love people looking at each other. I love suspended time.’

Task: Watch The Returned episode 1 and identify the generic 
signifiers in the text

• Identify the signifiers of the ‘zombie’ show (use RESISTS).

• What other genres/generic features are evident? Use the reviews below as starting points.

• What is ‘old’ in terms of genre and what is new, ‘innovative and imaginative’? Why has the 
genre changed/developed?

• Gabriel Tate in The Guardian calls it ‘A zombie series like no other’. What makes it ‘different’?

• Use the digital resource ‘Generic signifiers’ to compare your ideas.

 ‘The gripping first episode of the new French drama isn’t quite a zombie story – but it is haunting, 
creepy and a moving reflection on loss.’

https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/tvandradioblog/2013/jun/09/the-returned-recap-
series-one-episode- one

Melissa Maertz

http://ew.com/article/2013/12/16/returned-review-2/

Joanne Ostrow

http://blogs.denverpost.com/ostrow/2013/10/30/the-returned-is-perfectly-creepy-halloween-
fare/16940/

https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2015/oct/03/series-two-french-tv-show-
the-returned

https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/tvandradioblog/2013/jun/09/the-returned-recap-series-one-episode-one
https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/tvandradioblog/2013/jun/09/the-returned-recap-series-one-episode-one
http://ew.com/article/2013/12/16/returned-review-2/
http://blogs.denverpost.com/ostrow/2013/10/30/the-returned-is-perfectly-creepy-halloween-fare/16940/
http://blogs.denverpost.com/ostrow/2013/10/30/the-returned-is-perfectly-creepy-halloween-fare/16940/
https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2015/oct/03/series-two-french-tv-show-the-returned
https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2015/oct/03/series-two-french-tv-show-the-returned
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Genre: The Returned - differences

 
What makes The Returned ‘different’? 

Discuss before comparing your ideas with the digital resource.
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Task: Narrative – Tzvetan Todorov

Can you identify the various stages of the narrative in Episode 1 of The Returned?

• EQUILIBRIUM: The given state or balance of affairs before the…

• DISRUPTION: Disruption of the equilibrium (may stem from a catalyst)

• RECOGNITION: That there has been a disruption

• RESOLUTION: The attempts to restore the equilibrium

• EQUILIBRIUM: Restoration of a similar or changed state of affairs after the disruption has 
been resolved

Are all these stages completely realised in Episode 1? Why? 

There should be cause/effect links throughout the narrative. Can you identify these?

Narrative

TODOROVIAN STRUCTURE - 

• EQUILIBRIUM -

• DISRUPTION -

• RECOGNITION -

• RESOLUTION -

• EQUILIBRIUM -

Would we expect full closure in an episodic drama? How are cliffhangers used?

Is there causality? Can you identify cause/effect links?
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Task: Can Todorov’s theory of narratology be applied to the Season 
as a whole?

Watch the summary ‘Sundance TV - season 1 in under 5 minutes’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AadvodsivY8

Read the Episode synopsis:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Les_Revenants_(TV_series)#Season_1_(2012)

Or watch the whole of season 1.

Can Todorov’s theory of narratology be applied to the Season as a whole?

Narrative: Todorov: series 1

• Does the Todorovian structure become more apparent after the end of Series 1? Can 
you identify the various stages of the narrative in Series 1 of The Returned? Use the digital 
resource to compare your answers.

• EQUILIBRIUM –

• DISRUPTION –

• RECOGNITION –

• RESOLUTION –

• EQUILIBRIUM –

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AadvodsivY8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Les_Revenants_(TV_series)#Season_1_(2012)
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Binary opposites (Lévi-Strauss) 

Binary Opposition (defined by Lévi-Strauss) – many oppositions are set up to drive the narrative 
and we watch to discover which side “triumphs” in the end.  

Can you identify what is in “opposition” to the first word?

• Past  v ……                                                     

• Living  v ……

• Old relationships   v ……    

• Serge  v ……    

• Simon  v ……    

• M Costa   v ……   

• Self-sacrifice   v ……   

• The horde  v …… 

• Illusion  v ……   

• Honesty  v ……   

• The ‘truth’   v ……   

• Camille v ……   

• Julie  v ……   

• Death  v ……   

• Immortality  v ……   

Use the digital resource ‘Binary opposites’ to check your answers
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Story arcs/character arcs

There are several story arcs and narrative strands. Can you identify them?
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Key questions for class discussion:

• Is the narrative entirely linear? If not, why not? Give examples.

• Does the episode have a flexi-narrative? 

• Are there story arcs which run across the series/franchise?

• Are there obvious codes (Barthes) around which the narrative is structured? Give examples

• Is it realist?

• How are time and space manipulated within the narrative?

Narrative – Points you may have made

• Narrative – Is it a flexi-narrative? Characters are complex, storylines interweave, we question 
what is real and what isn’t, it challenges the audience through enigma, confusion.

• Linear/non-linear? Flashback/forward e.g. the bus crash, Léna and her boyfriend. Often 
complex manipulation of time and space challenges audiences.

• Complex flexi-narrative with over-reaching story arcs – e.g. the dam, Victor. Part of larger 
narrative – only the beginning.

• It’s a series so we expect an element of closure in the final episode. Here it is minimal. The 
supernatural sub-genre is reliant on enigma.

• Intellectual puzzle for an active audience. Not ‘easy’ viewing as there are enigmas/hermeneutics 
throughout – e.g. Why do only some of the dead return? Why is the water level dropping? Who 
is Victor? Who killed Lucy? How did Mme Costa die?

• Symbolic and cultural codes – Barthes e.g. the apocalyptic symbolism of ‘the flood’; the use 
of colour; Faustian bartering of life/death; mythical quality of Lucy/Victor as foretellers of the 
future (the Cassandra figure).

• Orpheus root story – focuses on loss and how we deal with this.

• Proppian roles and functions shift as the multi-strand narrative progresses – is there a single 
hero?

• Christopher Booker suggests a narrative archetype of ‘Rebirth’ which is applicable here.

• Narrative ellipsis – much is not revealed.

• Surreal/anti-realist elements at times – e.g. Victor in the middle of the road; the telepathy of 
the twins.
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Task: DVD cover analysis

Analyse the cover and then compare your ideas with the digital resource.


